
GOB Retail Comic Subscription Agreement 

 

Welcome to GOB Comic Subscriptions. Each month you may add or remove titles and series from your ongoing subscriptions. Comics 

you pre-order are expected, generally, to release approximately 2 months from the time they are ordered. Your subscription is a 

commitment by the store to order these items for you and a commitment by you to visit the store timely and purchase them. We 

request you visit at least every 2 weeks if you have titles available. 

If you are new to GOB Comic Subscriptions, we may be limiting you to the number of total active series you can have on 

subscription. Over time, after showing a steady history of picking up your subscriptions timely, this limit will begin to rise.  

Comic subscriptions cost comic shops money up front to order comics that have been subscribed to by the subscriber. Comic shops 

order these specifically for a subscriber and may not be able to effectively sell said books to other customers if you do not pick up 

the books you subscribe to. Consequently subscriptions that are ordered, but never picked up become a severe financial liability for 

the shop. Some shops charge a service fee to help offset the instances when this happens. GOB charges no service fees, does not 

accept pre-payment for any books, nor requests to keep a credit card on file in order to auto charge as books come in. But we do 

require subscribers to sign the agreement below. No subscription service will be opened without one. 

This agreement governs the comic subscription service contract between GOB Retail: Games and Comics (GOB) 

and_______________________________(Reader), with a Phone of:___________________ and an e-mail of: 

_____________________________.  GOB agrees to let Reader pre-order a number of comics and comic series according to an 

expanding scale based upon how long and how timely subscriber picks up their subscriptions on an ongoing basis. GOB will not 

charge Reader in advance for this service, nor charge a service fee for the service. In return, Reader agrees that they will pick up the 

books they subscribed to and do so within 2 weeks of books becoming available. Each week the GOB system will automatically e-

mail Reader a list of books they have subscribed to that have become available and are on hold for them, plus a list of books that 

have arrived on previous weeks that still need to be purchased by Reader. It is Readers responsibility to white list or otherwise work 

with their e-mail service provider to insure GOB e-mails are not getting blocked or spam foldered. A failure of Reader to receive GOB 

e-mails does not absolve Reader from their responsibility to visit GOB and purchase the books pre-ordered for them. 

When books have lingered too long in Readers subscription box and have not been purchased, at any point after 1 or more books 

not being purchased by Reader for 3 or more weeks, GOB may opt to cancel Readers subscription service. Reader agrees that books 

not picked up at the time of a cancellation of service as well as books already ordered for Reader but not yet released, remain the 

responsibility of Reader to purchase. At time of subscription service cancellation, the total list price value of books ordered but not 

picked up become a sum owed by Reader to GOB and account cancellation does not dismiss this debt obligation. At GOB’s sole 

discretion, GOB may opt to deduct Readers assorted rewards points with GOB or any store credit on account with GOB in an attempt 

to get reimbursement for debt owed by Reader. If the value of rewards points or store credit is insufficient to cover the amount of 

the Debt, GOB agrees to reduce the sum of the debt owed by the value of the rewards points or store credit claimed and Reader 

agrees they still owe GOB the remaining balance of the outstanding debt amount. GOB reserves the right to explore all remedies 

available under the law to see collection of outstanding debts that remain unpaid (60) days after a subscription service has been 

terminated. 

Reader may cancel a subscription service at any time by asking GOB staff to cancel books on subscription or use the GOB online 

subscription portal to cancel books and/or series themselves. From the point of cancellation, no additional books will be ordered for 

Reader, but Reader remains responsible for purchasing books already ordered prior to the date of cancellation. If Reader cancels a 

subscription service, but purchases all books ordered under that service prior to cancellation, their subscription service shall still be 

considered in good standing and Reader will have the option to add books to subscriptions back onto their service at their 

convenience. Subscription services cancelled by GOB for non-compliance with this agreement shall remain permanently canceled or 

may be re-opened by GOB, at GOB’s sole discretion, if Reader agrees to a $100 deposit on account re-open. The $100 deposit shall 

be returned in full 1 year after account re-opening if the account remains open and in good standing, or the deposit shall be forfeit 

in whole should the account need to be cancelled again for non-compliance by Reader of the terms of this agreement. 

Date: _________/___________/______________  Reader’s Signature:__________________________________ 


